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THE CONCEPTUAL NATURE OF NATURAL LANGUAGE OUANTIFICATION 

Basically, ·there are two ways of describing a th1ng. I can describe 
a certain person _f, by saying what he is like, say, a tall and rat 
rmn in his thirties, or by describing the role he plays in sorne 
connection, introducing him, e.g., as the person who sold me the 
house in which I am living now. The latter' would be a functional 
descr'iption, the former a sor'tal description. Tue two ways of refer'
ring to things though mdically different, cannot be completely 
separated. A certain r'Ole or runction presupposes certain qualities 
and, on the other hand, certain distinctive qualities may lead 
to a special role. An effective descr'iption will contain both func
tional and sortal features of the object. In this paper, I will 
try to formulate suggestions about the nature of natural language 
quantification. In the first par't, I will say something about the 
function of quantifier's, and in the second, about what quantifiers 
are like. Because of the limi ted space available, r'eference will 
be rrade occasionally to other' papers where I discussed sorne of 
the points relevant here in nxire depth and detail. 

1. Ttie case of derinite plural and rrass terns 

Let me start the functional descr'iption of quantificational expres
sions with the consideration of simple sentences without quanti
fiers. Fr'om a logical point of view, the simplest sentences relevant 
here are combinations of a one place predicate with a definite 
argument term, i.e. sentences of the logical form .12ltl, This type 
is represented by sentences 1,ith a definite subject and a simple 
verb phrase. In the tradi tion of Montague ( 1973) and Barwise & 
Cooper (1981), definite NPs were treated as quantifiers along with 
genuinely quantifying NPs such as every rrouse. But a closer analysis 
of the syntactic and sernantic properties of definite NPs shows 
that they are individual terms in the sense of predicate logic 
rather than second order predicates. 1-Jhile this corresponds directly 
to intuition with respect to definite singular count terms, it 
might appear counterintuitive when applied to definite plural and 
rrass or collecti ve terms. Doesn' t a term such as the children or 
the government refer to nDPe than one individual and cannot hence 
be considered an individual term? The anst,er is no. Tue objection 
is invalid since it is due to a confusion of ontology and conceptu
al/logical content. Prom a logical point of view, definite plural 
and nass terms refer to t,hat they refer to as one object, i.e. 
as an individual, regardless if it consists of several distinguish
able parts. For a detailed aPgumentation, the reader is r'eferred 
to Löbner (1987a) and, in particular, Löbner (1985). Link (1983) 
has pPovided a technical frame in which this analysis can be formu
lated. 

I regard a predicate as a conceptual device which applied to an 
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In addi tion to the disappearence of the truth-value gaps, ( 5q) 
shows that in the mixed case predicate and sentence (or equivalently 
quantifier) negation have different effects on the truth-value. 

(5q) case 1 case 2 
ABC]) AOCD 

0 (lq) 0 
1 (2q) 0 
1 (3q} 1 
0 (4q) 1 

Ir a predication is applied to an object which is complex in terns 
of the predication (in that it is possibly inhorrogeneous), the 
two extremes of global truth and global falsity span a natural 
scale or possible cases. QJantificational sentences yield truth
values for all possible cases on the scale, in particular for those 
between the extremes. They usually do this in just cutting the 
scale into two parts, a negative and a positive range, as in the 
cases displayed in (11). 

(11) the Np . . . 000
1 

, ......
false true 

all Np ... 000 1"'· ..
false true 

sare Np •.. 000
1 

1 •••••• 

true false 

few Np . • . 000 ....... 
true false 

Tue quantifiers resul ting in a bisection of the scale a!'e those 
called monotone (cf. Barwise and Cooper 1981, van BenthE:l'll 1984, 
Löbner 1987b). They either provide a lower bound but no uppel' bound 
rar the extent to which the predication applies or an upper bound 
but no lower bound. In addition more complex partitions of the 
scale can be constructed using expressions such as some but not 
all, three or .seven etc. 

Tue function or nominal quantifiers is thus the differentiation 
of an otherwise global application of a predicate to a complex 
object. The cases considered so far involve reference to a certain 
object such as a collection of pawns. In the count term cases this 
object constitutes what is traditionally called the domain of quan
tification. Tue underlying definite reference to the donnin' is 
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. implicit in sentences such as (lq) but explicit in other quanti
ficational sentences. 

(12) all the pawns are white
( 13) some of the pawns are whi te
(14) the pawns are all white
(15) the pawns are partly white

Tue last sentence, and possibly the one before, contain an adverbial 
quantifier, which in view of the function of quantifiers appears 
to be the most natural way to express quantification. Note that 
sentence (15) is ambiguous between a group reading roughly equiva
lent to ( 13) and a distributive reading under which each single 
pawn is to some part white. 

In Lbbner ( 1987b) I have called this type of quantification "refer
ential" as opposed to "generic" quantification which does not in
volve reference to the doITBin of quantification but the considera
tion or a totality of abstract cases. Tue difference between those 
two types, however, is not relevant for the following discussion 
and will not be pursued further. So far, this ITBY suffice as a 
functional descl'iption or quantification. In what follows, I will 
try to give a sortal specification, sketching what appears to be 
the conceptual characteristics of natural language quantification. 
The discussion will start with an analysis of non-nominal quanti
fiers, which exhibi t these characteristics in a more perspicuous 
rranner. 

3- Frcxn FALSE to TRUE (or vice versa): the dynamic characterization

There is a set or basic non-nominal quantifiers in natural languages 
for which I have coined the t�rm "phase quantifiers" (cf. Löbner 
1987b). These operators can be understood dynamically in the sense 
that they express the transi tion from a negative to a positive 
section (or phase) on some scale or vice versa, or the lack of 
a transition. Let me start with temporal quantifiers which illus
trate the idea in a very direct way. 

3.1 Transitions in time 

In a sense, the concept of phase-quantification is prototypically 
represcnted by the basic n1carüng of already and its correlates 
not yet, still und no nnrc. I havc prescnted an extensive analysis 
of' the G0omn schon ( "al ready" ) .l n its vurious uses elsewhere ( Löb
ner, to appear) and I wi 11 tllerefore restrict ,eyself here to a 
very !JrJur· skelcl1 ot· t.l": 1,nl11 fd<:<i. ·111e l>n:ilc; usu of nlrcndy is 
the one as a sentence advc:r-b in imperf'ective sentences. 

(16) it is already dark

Irrq:,erfective sentences are predicates about a time of reference 
t' (cf. Löbner, to opper;r, I.öbnut' 1987c). Tue logical structllre 
of u simple imperfective suntunc:G s;uch mi 
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